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Abstract
Physical properties of oxidized phospholipid (OxPL) membranes consisting of binary
mixtures of 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (POPC) and 10 % of one of
two OxPLs - 1-palmitoyl-2-glutaryl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (PGPC) or 1-palmitoyl-2(5'-oxo-valeroyl)-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (POVPC), were investigated experimentally
and computationally. Fluorescence solvent relaxation (SR) and fluorescence correlation
spectroscopy z-scan (FCS z-scan) show increased headgroup hydration and dynamics, and
faster lateral diffusion in POPC membrane upon addition of OxPLs. The magnitudes of both
effects are distinct for each of the two OxPLs. Molecular dynamics simulations corroborate
the experimental findings providing at the same time a detailed molecular interpretation in
terms of changes in phospholipid structure and orientation.
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Introduction
OxPLs, which are oxidation products of polyunsaturated phospholipids [1], are
involved in pathogenesis of atherosclerosis [2, 3], cancer [4], Alzheimer [5], and other
diseases [6]. The molecular mechanisms of their action, however, remain unclear. PGPC and
POVPC that were identified as critical markers of atherosclerotic progression [2, 7], are
among the most physiologically active OxPLs. The two molecules differ only in groups
terminating their truncated sn-2 chains (carboxyl in case of PGPC and aldehyde in POVPC;
see Figure 1), however their biological functions were found to be distinct [8,9]. It was shown
that POVPC binds to human macrophages via the platelet-activating factor receptor (PAF-R),
but not all of the PAF-R stimulated genes are affected [10]. This suggests that POVPC
regulatory function is also realized by alteration of physical properties of cellular membranes.
The conical shape of the truncated OxPLs and the presence of the polar groups at their
sn-2 chains can promote positive membrane curvature [11] or lead to partial interdigitation
[12] or even cell disintegration [13]. The structure of OxPL-containing bilayer can be partially
deduced from its biological activity, i.e., since the sn-2 acyl chains of OxPLs are accessible to
phospholipase A2 [14] or macrophage scavenger receptor CD36 [15] their orientation is likely
reversed protruding from the plasma membrane. This effect was studied experimentally [15,
16] and computationally [17, 18, 19].
Dynamics of oxidized phospholipid membranes has been measured using fluorescence
anisotropy. Unfortunately, the obtained results are contradictory [12]. Fluorescence recovery
after photobleaching applied to sperm plasma membranes was not sensitive enough to capture
any changes in lipid lateral diffusion upon oxidation [20]. Here we investigate physical
properties of binary lipid mixtures of POPC with either PGPC or POVPC. Phospholipid
headgroup dynamics and hydration were assessed using SR method, while lateral diffusion of
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a fluorescence lipid analog in planar supported phospholipid bilayers (SPBs) was measured
using FCS z-scan technique. Measurements were complemented by molecular dynamics
simulations of the same systems aimed at capturing at a detailed atomistic level structural and
dynamical changes induced in the membrane by the presence of OxPLs.

Materials and Methods
Experimental
POPC, PGPC, POVPC were purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids, Inc. (Alabaster, AL)
and Laurdan and Bodipy C12-HPC (2-(4,4-difluoro-5,7-dimethyl-4-bora-3a,4a-diaza-sindacene-3-dodecanoyl)-1-hexadecanoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine) fluorescent dyes from
Invitrogen (Eugene, OR). The structures of lipids and fluorescent dyes are shown in Fig. 1.
SR experiments were performed on extruded large unilamellar vesicles (1 mM lipid)
labeled with 1 mol% of Laurdan and suspended in 10 mM Hepes, pH = 7.4 and 150 mM
NaCl. Laurdan is precisely located in the lipid bilayer at the level of sn-1 carbonyl [21] and
the recorded time-dependent Stokes shift correlates to headgroup hydration and mobility [22].
FCS z-scan was used to study lateral diffusion of Bodipy C12-HPC, in SPB’s. For
detailed description of the method and its possible application please see [23].
The methodology of both experimental techniques, including sample preparation, was
identical to the previously described one [24], except that the SPBs were formed on the
bottom glass of LabTek slides (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham).

Computational
In MD simulations, performed using the Gromacs program package [25], the unitedatom Berger force field was employed for both lipid and oxPLs molecules [17, 26], and
combined with the SPC model for water [27]. Simulations were performed for a periodic box
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containing 128 lipid molecules and 4476 molecules of water. The initial size of the unit cell
was equal to 6.5×6.5×7.1 nm3. The constant pressure and temperature canonical ensemble
was employed with the pressure of 1 bar controlled using a semi-isotropic Parrinello-Rahman
barostat [28], and the temperature of 310 K imposed by a Nose-Hoover thermostat [29]. A
cutoff of 1 nm was used for non-bonded interactions, with the Particle-Mesh-Ewald algorithm
accounting for long-range electrostatic forces [30]. A timestep of 2 fs was employed and 100
ns trajectories were collected. Simulations were started by exchanging 14 randomly chosen
POPC molecules (7 in each leaflet) in the previously equilibrated pure POPC bilayer with
either PGPC or POVPC molecules. First 50 ns of each trajectory were treated as equilibration
and were omitted from the analysis.

Results and discussion
Experiment
SR results for Laurdan, reflecting hydration and mobility at the sn-1 carbonyl groups
of the bilayer, are summarized in Table 1. The total spectral shift, ∆ν, proportional to
headgroup hydration, increased upon addition of both OxPLs (evident in particular at 5°C),
with the membrane containing POVPC being considerably more hydrated than that with
PGPC. Local mobility was even more affected by the presence of OxPLs. Also in this case,
the observed shortening of relaxation time, τr, was larger for POVPC than for PGPC
containing bilayer. The more hydrated and mobile Laurdan microenvironment likely results
from the presence of OxPL short sn-2 chains, which may introduce free space below the
glycerol level facilitating water penetration and reorientation of hydrated lipid moieties (water
at this level is fully constrained by the lipids). But the obtained results are not only due to the
effect of chain truncation. Comparison of the two OxPLs clearly shows that change of the
functional group terminating the oxidized chain significantly affects the measured parameters.
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Thus, the different biological functions [8,9] and cell location [7] of PGPC and POVPC can
be due to not only specific receptor recognition, but also distinct physical properties PGPCand POVPC-containing membranes.
Z-scan FCS measurements of lateral diffusion of a fluorescent lipid analog (Bodipy
C12-HPC) provide the following mean diffusion coefficients: DPOPC = (4.17 ± 0.06) ms, D10%
PGPC

= (4.55 ± 0.14) ms, and D10%POVPC = (4.37 ± 0.08) ms. The faster lateral diffusion in both

oxPL-containing bilayers pairs well with elevated headgroup fluidity probed by Laurdan. The
differences between PGPC and POVPC in both parameters are, however, not completely
intuitive, i.e. in the case of POVPC local mobility is increased, while lateral diffusion is
restricted, when comparing to the PGPC-containing bilayer. Linear fits to the diffusion times
measured at different z-positions and plotted as a function of particle number have the yintercept close to zero (data not shown), which means that a free diffusion is observed and
there is no sign of phase separation [23].

Simulations
Orientation of oxidized lipid molecules in a bilayer can be analyzed by plotting distributions
of tilt angles of the sn-1 and sn-2 chains of OxPLs with respect to the membrane plane
normal. Fig. 2 depicts the tilt angle probability distribution of oxidized lipids compared with
that of POPC. Unoxidized sn-1 chains behave similarly to sn-1 chains of POPC, namely, they
are oriented mostly towards the membrane interior with a relatively small deviation of tilt
angles from the 180° value. As a matter of fact, in PGPC and POVPC they are even more
strongly pointing toward the membrane interior (i.e., perpendicular to the bilayer) than in
POPC. In contrast, the orientation of oxidized sn-2 chains is qualitatively different from that
of the sn-2 chains in POPC. Oxidized chains of POVPC, each terminated by the neutral but
polar aldehyde group, undergo reorientation which is evidenced by the tilt angle spread
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between 0° and 180° with a strong diminishment in the 180° region. In other words, sn-2
chains of POVPC become mostly reoriented from the direction into the bilayer pertinent to
pure POPC, pointing now in all directions, and even being able to stick out of the membrane
surface. In the case of PGPC the reorientation of negatively charged sn-2 chains is even more
radical, with most of the oxidized chains sticking out of the membrane surface and with their
tilt angle being mostly between 0° (i.e., sticking out perpendicular) and 90°(i.e., being parallel
to the bilayer). Analogous changes in chain orientation upon oxidation have been also
observed in recent simulations of similar OxPLs [17, 18]. Reversing of the oxidized chains of
both the lipids is important for biological recognition of oxidation by various receptors [31].
In the case of POPC+PGPC system the reversal of the orientation of the oxidized sn-2 chains
has direct influence on membrane compactness, which is reflected in the values of the area
per lipid. The membrane becomes more compact due to removal of sn-2 chains from its
interior which causes the decrease of the area per lipid to a value of about 0.61 nm2, whereas
the area per lipid calculated for the pure POPC membrane is equal to about 0.66 nm2. In the
case of POVPC enriched bilayer the decrease of the area per lipid was not observed. This can
be rationalized by taking into account the spread of orientations of sn-2 chains in POVPC
molecules. Fully reversed chains cause compression of the membrane, but there is also a
significant fraction of sn-2 chains oriented parallel to the membrane surface which, in
contrast, contribute to the surface area expansion. In the particular case of POPC + 10%
POVPC these two factors tend to cancel out, resulting in the unchanged area per lipid. It
should be noted, that for anionic PGPC the presence of sodium cations which are attracted to
the membrane is an additional factor which leads to an increase of the membrane stiffness as
observed in previous simulations [18, 24]. A similar effect is expected to be operational in the
experimental system where salt solutions of physiological strength were used in the
measurements. Also, in biologically relevant systems the presence of electrolyte ions is
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important and their influence will be taken into account in future simulations of charged
oxidized membranes.
The reversal of the orientation of the oxidized sn-2 chains upon their oxidation can explain
the increased local mobility observed in the SR experiment. Most of the chains of PGPC, and
a significant fraction of them for POVPC move away from the region of the sn-1 carbonyls,
where the fluorescent probes monitor an increase of fluidity. A significantly stronger increase
of fluidity observed for POVPC than that for PGPC can be rationalized in terms of differences
in hydration of these groups. Fig. 3 depicts the calculated electron density profiles which
show a significantly deeper penetration of water molecules into the POVPC-containing
membrane than in the system with PGPC. Similarly, the calculated hydration levels depicted
in Fig. 4 show that both the sn-1 carbonyl and headgroup hydration of POPC+POVPC
prevails over that of POPC+PGPC. These calculations are in agreement with the headgroup
hydration measured with SR method (Table 1). The lower hydration of PGPC-containing
membrane can be understood taking into account the increased packing of lipids in this
membranes as reflected in the above discussed areas per lipid results.
In order to understand the difference of lipid lateral diffusion observed experimentally for
the membranes containing PGPC and POVPC one must again consider the orientation of sn-2
chains. Oxidized chains of POVPC with tilt angle values around 90° are able to interact with
neighboring lipid molecules. Such interactions contribute to the hindering of lateral diffusion
of lipids, even the local mobility at the glycerol level is not affected. In the case of PGPC the
interactions of sn-2 chains with neighboring lipids are less relevant since the majority of
oxidized chains are sticking out of the membrane.
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Conclusions
In this paper, we presented results of SR and z-scan FCS measurements of hydration, local
mobility, and lipid lateral diffusion in POPC bilayer containing 10 mol% of either PGPC or
POVPC, complemented by atomistic-scale molecular dynamics simulations of the same
systems. The combination of these methods allows interpretation of the observed complex
effects at the detailed molecular level. Both experiments and simulations show that even a
modest addition (10%) of OxPLs changes the structural properties of the bilayers, which leads
to increased membrane fluidity, i.e., both the local headgroup mobility and the lateral
diffusion is increased. Moreover, these changes depend on the chemical nature of the oxidized
chains.
The terminal carboxylic groups (PGPC), which tend to orient into the aqueous solution
influence the lipid lateral diffusion stronger than local mobility. In contrast, the chains
terminated with aldehydic group (POVPC) acquire all orientations including that parallel to
the bilayer, which affects local mobility more than lateral diffusion.
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Figure Captions
Fig. 1. Chemical structures of POPC, PGPC, POVPC, Laurdan and Bodipy C12-HPC. The
fluorophores are positioned in accordance with [21, 32].
Fig. 2. Tiltangle distributions of sn-1 and sn-2 chains in oxidized lipid molecules compared
with those of the pure-POPC simulation. Tiltangle of 180° corresponds to a chain oriented in
parallel to the membrane normal and pointing towards the membrane interior; 0° characterizes
chains pointing towards water phase; 90° corresponds to a chain oriented perpendicular to the
membrane normal. Angle histograms were divided by sin(angle) factor in order to get
probability distribution of angles. Typical configurations observed for the three considered
molecules are schematically depicted. The reversal of sn-2 chains of OxPLs is evident, for
PGPC the effect is particularly strong as its titltangle distribution is concentrated mostly for
<90°.
Fig. 3. Electron density distributions along the membrane normal calculated for either POPC
or water molecules. The POPC density demonstrates that the thickness of both oxidized
membranes is decreased with respect to the pure-POPC bilayer. For POPC+POVPC
membrane a distinctive deeper water penetration is observed.
Fig. 4. Hydration levels calculated as average numbers of water molecules within 0.5 nm
radius of each atom of either sn-1 carbonyl or headgroups for each simulated system.
Hydration of both the sn-1 carbonyl and headgroup for POPC+POVPC prevails over that of
POCP+PGPC (as shown also in Fig. 3).
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Table 1. Fluorescence solvent relaxation parameters for Laurdan incorporated into bilayer
consisted of POPC and oxidized phospholipids measured at 5°C and 10°C.
Lipid
compositiona

a

5°C
-1 b

10°C
∆ν (cm )

τr (ns)c

Observedd

89%

4000

3.30

86%

3.85

85%

4000

3.00

85%

3.55

86%

4050

2.85

87%

∆ν (cm )

τr (ns)

POPC

3750

4.05

10% PGPC

3800

10% POVPC

3900

c

Observed

d

-1 b

Large unilamellar vesicles composed of either pure POPC or POPC with 10 mol% of one of

oxidized lipids labeled with Laurdan (1:100)
b

∆ν = ν(0) – ν (∞), where ν(0) was estimated to be 23 800 cm-1, and ν(∞) was obtained by

TRES reconstruction
∞

c

Integrated relaxation time: τ r = ∫ C (t )dt ;
0

d

Extent of the relaxation process captured by the instrumentation obtained by comparison of

the ∆ν value calculated using the ν(0) value from the time-zero estimation with that obtained
by TRES reconstruction. Specifically, a value of 86% indicates that 14 % of the SR is
occurring faster than the resolution of the experiment (i.e. 50 ps).
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